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Stars and celebrities (Notes by Dr Barbara Mitra for MECS1000)  

Defining Stars 

In the past associated with Hollywood film industry 

1. Media industries, such as Hollywood, have produced stars. and we often think about the star system 

as associated with Hollywood. 

Associated with talent, perceived excellence 

1. So although they may be created, there are also self made stars who are Less manufactured and 

more associated with superior talent E.g. Placido Domingo, Deigo Maradona  

 

Different to stars created on reality television shows  

1. In our contemporary society, reality television often dominates which creates stars out of 

anonymous performers  

2. And allowing viewers to pick a singer to be made into a star 

3. So the media industries allow stardom to be artificially created by media publicity and promotion  

4. So the one main idea associated with stars is that they have some talent, something that is to be 

valued.  

 

Private versus public self 

Private self and public self 

1. There is a public/private dichotomy that exists for stars 

2. It is suggested that stars are not really themselves in public  

3. We only know about the star through the media (usually)  

4. The assertions of what the star is really like tends to happen in the media itself  

1. There is also a relationship between the public sphere of performance/work  

1. And the private sphere of personal lives – such as personal relationships  

Private – revealed and managed via media  

1. Tom Cruise tried to disrupt the star persona by taking different roles from those that first established 

his star status  by making more sensitive films like Rain Man 

 

Stars from film, television and books 

Focus is on acting rather than ‘being’ – Star as performer 

1. The star constructs a distinctive relationship with the audience which is based on their work in film, 

or stage etc.  

2. In films, the star may have a particular image that lends itself to certain films or genres 
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3. Sometimes we associate the performances so much with the actor that we see them as the same.This 

can also happen with long running television programmes 

Stars may have power to negotiate contracts etc.  

1. Stars have high bargaining power e.g. Stars are able to adjust their fees to reflect their value 

Work done (acting etc. ) is given attention.  

1. Sometimes attention is deliberately given to the work that is done 

2. Partly because there are other stars, not just film stars, but pop stars, soap stars 

3. So when attention is given to work that has been produced, it may be to try and get recognition 

amongst the increasing number of stars that are given public attention.  

 

Reality television – less power for the performers.  

1. Winners of programmes like Pop Idol or the Voice don’t have as much power 

2. They are often tied into contracts which give substantial profits to the managers, producers and 

television companies rather than the individual.  

Stardom artificially created  

1. Mass media allows stardom to be artificially created by media publicity and promotion  

2. The Internet has also extended the capacity to create, transmit and disseminate images of 

celebrities. 

3. There is still a connection between talent of many of these shows  

4. Apart from Big Brother where the winner does not claim to have any special achievements 

 

Defining Celebrity  

1. To be famous, there no longer needs to be any star quality or discernible talent 

2. Everyone can become a celebrity  

3. Celebrity status and the power it generates, though is variable.  

4. Boorstin (1861 p.57) is the most widely quoted definition of celebrity – that the celebrity is a person 

who is known for being known.  

5. Stars on the other hand, tend to be different – heroes Boorstin calls them.  

6. The hero is someone who is made great through their own actions or achievements.  

 

Artificially produced 

1. Reality television enables ordinary participants on programmes such as Big Brother, to become 

celebrities simply by being themselves. 

Made to be famous  
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1. Stars have qualities that set them apart from the rest 

2. Whereas celebrities are famous because they have been made to be famous 

3. Reality television turns ordinary people into celebrities.  

 

Types of celebrity  

• Rojek highlighted certain types of celebrity  

Ascribed celebrity  

1. Born into this 

2. Follows bloodline e.g. monarchy 

Achieved celebrity  

1. Individuals with talent 

2. Perceived accomplishments (link with stars)  

3. These have always existed even before the medi 

Attributed celebrity  

1. Representation of an individual as noteworthy by cultural producers (media) regardless of any talent 

or skill  

2. Stemming from a person’s noteworthiness, unrelated to skill or talent. 

Criticism 

1. A fan’s attributed celebrity is another persona’s achieved celebrity  

 

Producing celebrities  

Celetoid  

1. Any form of celebrity whose fame is fleeting and short lived (e.g. lottery winners, streakers, stalkers)  

Manufacturing celebrities is lucrative for media  

1. It is more lucrative for the media if they can make the celebrities 

2. Cheaper than employing self-made stars who can ask for vast sums of money 

Manufactured celebrities limited to entertainment  

1. Such as Game shows, docu-soaps, pop music  

More difficult for sports or classical music - have to have talent in the first place.  

1. It is more difficult in sports or classical music where celebrity status cannot be created from scratch  

 

Consuming celebrities 

Celebrities – gossiped about.  

1. Celebrities need to continue to be in the media.  
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2. And they generate gossip 

3. The gossip doesn’t have to be true 

Sports figures occupy superior position in the celebrity hierarchy  

1. Sports figures occupy a superior position in relation to other celebrities 

2. That is particularly male sports figures 

3. They also see to get away with different behaviour compared to ordinary people 

Footballers 

1. For example, both Beckham and Wayne Rooney have had brushes with the traffic police for 

speeding.  

2. It seems they enjoy informal legal privileges which may not apply to other celebrities 

3. Obviously it may depend on the type of offence committed – and if Beckham or Rooney had killed 

someone as a result of their speeding,  

4. It would be different from their victimless offences 

5. By contrast, Britney spears caught driving with her young son on her lap in 2006, by the paparazzi – 

was highlighted as an unfit mother and troubled star 

6. Beckham said he was speeding to escape paparazzi – as did Britney Spears 

7. Britney – pop  singer and female – doesn’t have the same status.  

Royalty 

1. Similarly, there is royal behaviour that sometimes crosses the line – such as Prince Harry wearing a 

Nazi uniform to a party 

2. However, in the media, it was suggested that his apology was enough and he should be left to 

proceed with his career.  

Class 

1. Different celebrities are treated differently.  

2. For example, Alan Davis has made a career out of appearing to not be very intellectual or 

knowledgeable. 

3. But his class status is different from someone like Jade Goody who also made a career out of 

appearing to not be very intellectual.  

4. But they were treated quite differently in the media.  

Celebrities have to renew their popularity  

1. Celebrities have to renew their popularity  

2. Often on a daily basis 

3. Celebrity may develop quickly and decay quickly 

News and celebrity stories 
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1. Some forms of antisocial behaviour are seen as acceptable – even attractive –due to fame 

 

Celebrities via the Internet  

DIY celebrity – where filmic images are produced on YouTube 

1. For example, some people produce filmic images of themselves for internet viewers which can be 

turned DIY celebrity  

2. So some people becoming celebrities through their use of social media or the internet or creating 

their own television channels. 

Present themselves as commodities 

1. They are cyber-celebrities 

2. The attainment of fame or notoriety is increasing as a form of capital to be desired 

 

Advertising- Stars/celebrities used to sell products 

1. Celebrity itself is an industry which creates highly visible products that most of us buy at one time or 

another 

2. The point of publicity and promotion is to turn advertising into news 

Broken down into parts to sell those produces 

1. Celebrities are developed to make money.  

2. Their names and images are used to market films, DVDs, magazines, newspapers, television 

programmes – even news itself. 

3. Celebrities attract audiences  

4. Marketers use celebrity endorsements as a means of profiling and branding their products 

5. Television programmes feature guest appearances from celebrities to build their audiences 

6. Sports promoters use celebrity athletes to attract media attention  

 

Scandal and celebrity  

1. Celebrities tend to have scandals when they go against cultural norms.  

2. For example, Kate Moss and her use of cocaine in 2005 under the heading Cocaine Kate was 

highlighted.  

3. But she capitalised on public fascination with her heroin chic, and instead of losing earnings (after a 

few companies initially dropped her), she ended up doubling her earnings.  

4. Partly because the public is addicted to celebrity.  

 


